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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the name for a substitution cipher that shifts the
alphabet by 13 places?
A. Polyalphabetic cipher
B. Transposition cipher
C. Caesar cipher
D. ROT13 cipher
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
ROT13 was an encryption method that is similar to Caesar
cipher, but instead of shifting 3 spaces in the alphabet it
shifted 13 spaces.
Incorrect Answers:
A: Caesar cipher shifts three spaces.
B: A polyalphabetic cipher makes use of more than one alphabet.
D: Transposition cyphers moves the original values around.

References:
Harris, Shon, All In One CISSP Exam Guide, 6th Edition,
McGraw-Hill, 2013, pp. 762, 774, 778

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have deployed NSNA on a network and are determining what
the authentication order should be on your NSNAS. You have
configured three authentication databases: auth 1 is the Local
Database, auth 2 is a Microsoft Active Directory server which
contains a small vendor's user credentials and auth 3 is a
RADIUS server which contains all of your enterprise's user
credentials. What would be the optimum setting for
authentication order?
A. 3,1,2
B. 1,2,3
C. 3,2,1
D. 2,1,3
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which configuration can be applied to ensure that no more than
600 MAC addresses are learned by a virtual switch?
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D
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